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December to feature 
two commencements
Proposal includes faculty speakers
By Sharon Sherman
Sia» Wriiar
The traditional commencement 
ceremony at Cal Poly is undergo­
ing change.
Proposed alterations in the ex­
isting process include two grad­
u a t io n  c e r e m o n ie s  each  
December and June, faculty and 
s ta f f  featu red  as keynote  
speakers, a shorter ceremony and 
more tickets for each graduate.
Cal Poly President Warren J. 
Baker has already accepted a 
recommendation from the Com­
mencement Committee to have 
two graduation ceremonies each 
fall and spring, rather than one. 
The first time the new approach 
is scheduled to be instituted is 
December 1989.
Robert Bostrom, chair of the 
Commencement Committee, said, 
“ When I was named chairman of 
the committee, 1 had some goals 
of looking hard at what we were 
doing and seeing what the pro­
blems were and how we might 
resolve them."
Bostrom said one of the major 
problems he perceived was that 
graduates received only five 
tickets each for the ceremony.
“ Five tickeu are really pretty 
restrictive.
“ We have only so big a facility 
to hold commencement in, and in 
planning for future crowds and 
larger numbers o f participants, 
the only way 1 could see for us to 
be able to accommodate stu­
dents* needs would be to split the 
ceremony and perhaps be able to 
accommodate 10 tickets per 
graduate.**
In order to have equal numbers 
of degree candidates at each cer- 
e m o n y , th e  s c h o o ls  o f
Agriculture, Engineering and 
Science and Mathematics will be 
grouped together for one of the 
ceremonies, while the schools of 
Architecture and Environmental 
Design, Business, Liberal Arts, 
and Professional Studies and 
Education will be combined.
Bostrom said the proposal calls 
for the first ceremony to run 
from 9 to 10:30 a.m. and the se- 
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Stadium area 
may prevent 
10-ticket plan
By Sharofl Shcmian
SfWWrtWT______________________
Plans to provide future gradu­
ates with 10 tickets each for 
commencement ceremonies may 
be abandoned even before being 
adopted.
Cal Poly President Warren J. 
Baker has accepted a recom­
mendation from the Commence­
ment Committee to have two 
graduation ceremonies each 
December and June, beginning 
December 1989.
The new approach will mean 
half as many graduates at each 
ceremony, thus implying a 
potential for giving twice as 
many tickets to each graduate.
Mustang Stadium, the site of 
the June ccunmencement cere­
monies, had its seating capacity 
reduced by about 1,430 whoi the 
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Poly eyes summer option 
for fall applicant surplus
By Katkrya BranaDo
cwwwmw____________
As enrollment growth con­
tinues to be an issue at Cal Poly, 
the administration has made a 
proposal to the Chancellor*s Of­
fice to divert students who are 
not accepted for fall quarter to 
apply for summer quarter.
“ It*s basically a resources 
issue,** said Frank Lebens, 
associate vice president for aca­
demic resources. He said there 
are a number o f factors to con­
sider the increase o f summer 
quarter enrollment, such as
funds, facilities and sensitivity to 
demographic changes in relation 
to the ethnic mix.
Cal Poly is among only four 
eS U  campuses that have sum­
mer quarter funded by the state, 
said Cal Poly President Warren 
J. Baker. Pomona, Hayward and 
Los Angeles are the other three.
He said, that Cal Poly is funded 
at a certain faculty level, and to 
increase the enrollment in sum­
mer would cost more than the 
state presently allocates to Cal 
Poly.
l l ie  basic assumption with this 
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Unlcycllsts Qreg Heller, Scott Shawl, and Lance Eagen perform their unique balancing act near Sierra Madre.
A little TLC planned for strays
By Mani Katx
smiwmaf
Many o f the stray cats on 
campus will soon get help if a 
newly-formed animal welfare 
group on campus reaches its first 
goal.
The Student Animal League 
has been holding meetings since 
February and was offldally ap­
proved as a club by ASI last 
week, said English mgjor and 
SAL founder Tamara Kustka.
Kustka said the **group was 
started for the u k e  o f taking 
care o f any animal that needed to 
be taken care of.**
“Our main concern right now is 
taking care o f stray cats on 
campus,** Kustka said. “ We are 
going to do our best to get them 
spayed, neutered and vac­
cinated.**
The dub has b m  wwking 
with Public Safety' and repre­
sentatives from Action For 
Animal Rights (AFAR), a coun­
tywide organization based in 
Atascadero, to eliminate Cal Po- 
ly*s stray cat problem. AFAR 
serves the area through such 
projects as spaying or neutering 
stray animals and creating adop­
tion programs for wild horses.
Dwight Brouillard, a volunteer 
for AFAR, will work with the 
Student Animal League, pro­
viding them “ educational and 
moral support.**
**The problem with the cats has 
really come to a forefront and is 
just about to be addressed,** he 
said.
e s i f  R Student ndopts a 
Cal Poly feral (i^d) 
cat. Cal Poly will cover 
the costs of shots and 
spaying or neutering. §§
— Don Vanacker, 
Public Safety officer
Public Safety officer Don 
Vanacker, the assistant director 
o f health and safety, estimates 
that there are more than 200 
stray cats on campus. He said he 
would like to see a program 
created at Cal Poly that will hdp 
ease the health hazards created 
by the increasing numbers of 
feral cats being found on cam­
pus.
Feral cats are cats that have 
never been domesticated, but are 
being fed at certain feeding sta­
tions by what he called **well- 
meaning people on campus.** 
“ Well-meaning people who feel 
responsible for the cats that are 
left behind want to feed the 
animals,** he said. “ But what 
they end up doing is increasing 
the numbers of animals so they 
can reproduce and create a health 
hazard on campus.*’
Vanacker said some of the 
health hazards associated with 
these feral cats include diseases 
that are transmitted by fleas, 
sick or injured animals that 
crawl under buildings and often 
die, and injuries to staff 
members who are bitten or
sc ra tc h e d  w hile do ing  
maintenance under buildings.
San Luis Obispo County is a 
designated rabies area, and, he 
said, there is a possibility that 
rabies could become a problem 
associated with the stray  
animals.
The Department of Public 
Safety traps the animals and 
sends them to Animal Regula­
tion, where they are held for 
adoption for 72 hours before be­
ing put to sleep.
Venacker would like to work 
with the Student Animal League 
and Action For Animal Rights to 
create awareness among the stu­
dents and faculty about adoption 
programs for the cats.
**If a student adopts a Cal Poly 
feral cat,** Vanacker said, “ Cal 
Poly will cover the costs of shots 
and spaying or neutering.“
Kustka, who is the Student 
Animal League’s secretary- 
treasurer, said the group has al­
ready helped relocate two feral 
cats during spring break.
In addition to taking care of 
the stray cat problem, Kustka 
said the group plans to form 
programs to help educate people 
on the proper way to take care of 
their pets.
“ There’s a lot of little things 
that can make a difference in 
taking care of an animal,”  
Kustka said, “ but there’s 
nothing hard about treating an 
animal right.’’
Kuskta said they also plan to 
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Poly linebacker drafted by Atlanta Falcons
By Terry L ightfoot
Sports Editor_____________
After watching the National 
Football League draft progress 
through several rounds Sunday 
at his home in Whittier, Chris 
Dunn decided he needed a change 
of pace.
Monday morning, still hopeful 
about his chances of being 
drafted, Dunn opted to watch his 
favorite movie. Apocalypse Now, 
to pass the time. According to 
Webster’s Dictonary, apocalypse
symbolizes the triumph of good 
over evil.
At 10:30 a.m. Dunn received 
the triumphant .call he had been 
waiting for. Christen Thomas 
Dunn, the Cal Poly football 
team’s 1988 most valuable 
player, and unanimous Western 
Football C onference All- 
Conference linebacker, was 
drafted by the Atlanta Falcons 
in the ninth round, the 229th 
player picked.
Being drafted was a realization 
of a childhood dream for Dunn.
“ Ever since I was a little kid, it 
(football) had always been a 
priority.”
Well, Mr. Dunn is no longer a 
little kid at 6-fooi 3-inches and 
233-pounds. Those dimensions 
are quite formidable; however, it 
was Dunn’s speed and agility 
that set him apart from other 
college linebackers.
Cal Poly Defensive Coor­
dinator Bill Dutton, who has 
worked with Dunn for the past 
two years said, “ In speed drills 
with several professional teams.
Chris consistently ran under 4.6 
seconds in the 40-yard dash, and 
was superior in the agility 
drills.” Dunn’s fastest time at 
Atlanta was 4.32.
Oddly enough, Dunn first 
caught the eye of Canadian foot­
ball’s Winnepeg Blue Bombers. 
The Blue Bombers were the win­
ners of the Grey Cup, the 
equivalent of the NFL’s Super 
Bowl. Despite giving Dunn a 
close look, Winnepeg decided to 
hold pat with their winning hand.
But the interest of several
NFL teams was piqued, in­
cluding the Kansas City Chiefs, 
Pittsburgh Steelers, Green Bay 
Packers and, of course, the 
Atlanta Falcons.
Dutton said that Atlanta com­
pared Dunn to first-round pick. 
Derrick Thomas from Alabama. 
Thomas was an Division I All- 
American, and a winner of the 
Dick Butkus Award.
Dunn will report to the 
Falcons’ mini-camp on May 3. 
Dutton said that Dunn will have 
every opportunity to make the 
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Editorial
Make it your business
In an ASI eleciion with few charismatic candidates and no 
heart-stopping issues, is it any wonder only 12.5 percent of Cal 
Poly’s student population voted last week?
Student apathy began long before the polls opened.
One senate bill, one presidential candidate and two vice- 
presidential candidates left little choice for an already indif­
ferent student body.
The only senate bill asked voters to decide whether ASI 
should follow a corporate structure, making our president a 
CEO and our senate a board of directors. Were there no other 
issues important enough to broach?
Rumors of elitism echoed through the halls because the ma­
jority of candidates were affiliated with fraternities. For many 
years our senate has been inflated with greeks. But we can’t 
find fault with them for running. We can only fault those who 
complain and don’t participate.
It seems we learned non-participation from our parents.
Witness the recent mayoral race in Los Angeles. Less than 
one-fourth of the electorate voted.
It has become a national trend.
Is this what we want to teach our children?
It is time to dust off our labored motto and “ learn by do­
ing.’’ Only then can we infuse life back into our ASI elections 
and set an example for future generations.___________________
Letters to the Editor
Slashed hours 
irk library user
Editor ~  I fed ripped o ff. I ’m 
paying! im»re ihaii $300 a quarter 
to go to a um \ersiiy, and I can’ t 
e\en fitid  a place tt» study after 
I I p.tn. When I first eatne t(> Pr>- 
l\ neatly four years ago, the 
teserve looin in the librarv vsas 
opeti 24 hours. I f  I had to pttll ati 
all-nighter or even just spend a 
lew extra hours finishing some 
hoemwork, there was a place to 
gi> after the main librarv closed.
Now the reserve room is only 
open until I I  p.m. I ’ve tried fin ­
ding open classrooms or study-
Reporteras Notebook
Reflecting on life in twindom
“ A double pleasure is wailing 
for you, doo-doo, doo-doo.’’
I have heard them all, believe 
me.
I, like one oui of every 83.4 
babies born, have a twin, an 
identical twin at that. And to 
create even more confusion, we 
both attend Cal Poly and have 
the same major (different con­
centrations) and, it gets worse, 
we live together. For those of you 
not privileged enough to have 
had a roomie in the womb. I’d 
like to clear up some misconceptions of twindom.
First of all I have never made the mistake of 
thinking that I was my sister or vice versa. 
Secondly, my sister and I do not have sixth sense 
communicating abilities. We do not have conver­
sations telepaihically, nor do we share our own 
pig-Latin language. Thirdly, we have never swit­
ched dales (if I think he’s a jerk, she will probably 
think he’s scum, too) or classes. Finally, I have 
never looked at my sister instead of a mirror. I 
could go on but it gets boring doesn’t it?
No, I am not exaggerating. I have been con­
fronted with all these inquiries more than once. 
Don’t get me wrong, I am not complaining. In fact 
I get a kick out of it most of the time.
I have had my share of rather awkward mo­
ments. For instance, in high school my sister’s 
prom date kept asking me what kind of corsage I
wanted. And there are those con­
fused stares I get on campus 
from people I have never seen 
before because they think I am 
my sister. Consequently, I in­
nocently ignore the person, or 
return a dumb stare loaded with 
an equal amount of confusion, 
leaving my sister with a bit of 
explaining to do. I, in turn, will 
have friends approach me who 
say, "What was your problem 
the other day? You acted like you 
didn’t even know me.’’
Of course there are benefits. In sixth grade a lot 
of girls tried out to be the ugly stepsisters in the 
winter Cinderella musical, and yours truly and 
you-know-who-else got the parts.
Many people have offered sage advice to prevent 
further mix-ups. These tips include severely dif­
ferent hair cuts or hair colors and wearing signs 
that spell our names in large block letters. It has 
even been suggested that I get a tattoo. (If I did 
ever resort to that extreme my mom would pro­
bably remove the limb where it had been placed, 
causing future identification to be a piece of cake.)
But seriously, people will always have problems 
with our identities. I am glad to say I know who I 
am, and she knows who she is, and we are both 
happy with the fact that she happened to be born 
four minutes after me, shocking the obstetrician 
who exclaimed, “ Oh my God, there’s another one!”
iiig at liome, but either the 
janitors or my roimimates are 
there to keep me from getting 
nuteh done.
I realize the library is broke (a 
good joke in itself eotisidering 
this is a state university) so 
here’s my plan: I f  a $2 or $3 
charge is added to each quarter’s 
registration fee, then roughly 
$30,(KX) to $45,(KK) could ac­
cumulate, perhaps enough to 
keep the reserve rootn open later. 
Hey, with the mt)ncy we save 
from ttot having to study at 
Fartn Boy Restaurattt, it prac­
tically pays for itself,
Mathew Narbut 
Biological Sciences
Library photo 
is misieading
Editor — Kennedy Library ap­
preciates the recent article by 
Christine J. Pocan (“ Kennedy’s 
budget cuts new book orders, 200 
periodicals,” April 14). The arti­
cle clearly and accurately 
discussed major problems related 
to the library’s acquisitions 
budget and the difficulty of ac­
com m odating  the  m any 
periodical and book requests. The 
photograph accompanying the 
article captioned “ Irony of no 
books to reshelve,” however.
may lead to a misunderstanding 
by some. The shelves shown in 
the photograph are intentionally 
kept vacant for the purposes of 
sorting and reshelving. Overall 
library shelving is 80-plus per­
cent full. The library also man­
ually keeps its student assistants 
quite busy with as many as 
15,000 items to be reshelved on a 
daily basis at peak periods.
David B. Walch, dean 
Library Services
?
Because of the tremendous 
response to B, Drechsler’s 
column (“ Poly date rapes 
linked to frats,” April 20), a 
special section will run 
tomorrow to accommodate 
all the letters. cT
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Hunter S. 
Thompson
Two more years
FDITOR’S NOTB: The foUowina 
is a "Hes! o f Hunter .S'. Thomp­
son” column and was originally 
published in May, I9H6.
“ On balance, he’s still doing 
fine,’’ says a White House 
counselor, “ and his problems are 
all fixable because it’s still ear­
ly.”
— Newsweek memo on George 
Bush, 4/31/86
JIMMY C ARTFR WAS on TV 
last week, promoting his new 
btH>k on the “ I.arry King Show”  
and having a bit of sport with 
the  w ork ing  peop le  in 
Washington. David Stockman 
had already put bliHKl in the 
water, and the scent was ir­
resistible. Jimmy was in a g tH n l 
inotHl, very wise and relaxed — 
but if there was trouble In the 
Big House, he definitely wanted 
a piece of it.
There was not a lot of talk 
about his book. He was hooked 
up with King on a remote-feed 
from somewhere in Alabama, a 
safe distance from Washington, 
and as he talked you could 
almost hear the mind of the 
long-distance sniper at work.
He felt sorry for the president, 
he said. Reagan was not only 
wrong and dumb, but now his 
advisers had betrayed him and 
the rest of the world was treating 
him like a stuffed owl because 
they knew he’d be gone in two 
years.
Carter leaned heavily on this 
last point. It was nothing per­
sonal, he said, and not even par­
tisan politics. But somebody had 
to say it: The president of the 
United States no longer has 
credibility anywhere in the 
civili/cd world except Santa 
Barbara.
All world leaders understand 
this, Jimmy explained. They 
know Mikhail Gorbachev is go­
ing to be around for a while, and 
they know Reagan won’t. So of 
course they’ll do business with 
the Soviets. They might humor 
Reagan, like they did at the 
summit meeting in Tokyo, but 
they will pay attention to Gor­
bachev because they know in 
their hearts they will probably 
have to talk to him again.
It was ominous wisdom, but 
nothing special. Any Southern 
politician can tell you about the 
hazards of making deals with a 
lame-duck governor, and Carter 
understands this as well as any­
body. He did not get to the 
While House by misunderstan­
ding politics. He was good at it, 
like Nixon, and they will both be 
worth watching for a while.
We are in for some serious pol­
itics in the next two years. The 
most powerful job in the world is 
going up for grabs, and George 
Bush is the only one standing in 
line for iti He is the heir apparent 
and has no choice but to run.
This has created what they call 
“ an interesting situation” in the 
political community, where the 
current betting on George has 
taken a turn for the worse.
After years of dutiful hiberna­
tion as vice president, he has 
suddenly come out of the closet 
and taken a serious flogging 
every time he opened his mouth. 
People called him a fool and a 
wimp, and his chances of winning 
were open ly  m ocked in 
Washington. He was like the
Socialized medicine: 
don’t miss the poln^ ^
By Richard M. Miller
mechanical rabbit in a greyhound 
race, they said — just a creature 
for setting the pace. Many others 
would soon be in line with him, 
and the odds were not on his 
side. Only one sitting vice presi­
dent since Thomas Jefferson has 
ever been elected president. That 
was Martin Van Burén in 1836, a 
Democrat, who won more or less 
by default. The once-powerful 
Whigs were so far gone at that 
point they couldn’t even decide 
on a candidate.
CiKORCiE BUSH W ill NOT 
be that lucky. Nobinly is going to 
default in 1988: The slakes are 
too high, and preachers will not 
make the nut. The starting line, 
this time, is going to l(M>k like the 
front row at the Honolulu Mara­
thon. There will be many can­
didates, but most of them are 
still trying to lay low.
Not even I’ai Robertson has 
declared, despite Carter’s obser­
vation that he is “ drawing huge 
crowds” every lime he appears in 
Iowa. Jimmy smiled the old 
smile when he said this. Pat 
Robertson is not going to win 
anything in 1988, and neither is 
(ieorge Bush. These are fast 
limes in politics, and front-run­
ners are swiftly discredited, 
l.yndon l.aRouche has come and 
gone in the quick space of two 
months, and Cieorge Bush will 
not last much longer.
He will be gone by June, ac­
cording to oil industry analysts, 
when the price of gasoline is up 
by 15 cents a gallon over May, 
and people are full of hale.
That will not be a good lime 
for any front-runner to be public­
ly identified as The Man Who 
Killed Cheap Gas in America — 
but Bush is going to be stuck 
with it.
The electorate will tolerate 
almost anything except a sudden 
unexplained jump of 15 cents a 
gallon at the pump, in a lime of 
world glut on the oil market.
That will not be politically ac­
ceptable in a year when Ameri­
cans are suddenly afraid to travel 
anywhere in the world except in 
their own country. Between the 
menace of terrorism and the 
promise of cheap gas on the 
highways, a lot of people figured 
it was better to drive to Van­
couver, or even St. Louis, instead 
of flying off to someplace like 
Cairo or Greece and risk getting 
blown sideways out of a TWA jet 
at 30,000 feet above the Sea of 
Sardinia.
It was humiliating, but it was 
not a bad deal at the price. There 
were rumors that it might fall 
below 50 cents a gallon by mid­
summer, if the Arabs kept 
flooding the market.
It was at that point that 
George Bush bit the bullet, on 
behalf of his neighbors in 
Houston. It was not what he 
wanted, but it was a thing that 
had to be done, for political 
reasons ... he took a night Bight 
to Jidda and leaned publicly on 
King Fahd of Saudi Arabia to go 
alon with an emergency price­
fixing scam that would stop the 
slide and “ stabilize the price of 
oil.”
It had fallen to $9.70 a barrel 
on April I, and at that point the 
joke was over. Texas was going 
bankrupt, and his people were on 
the line. They had not sent him 
to Washington all this time for 
nothing. ...
See THOMPSON, back page
I suppose you might be expec­
ting some economic justification 
and intellectual analysis of the 
needs for socialized medicine in 
this country. Maybe you’re hop­
ing that I will defend it against 
the accusations of inefficiency, 
costliness and inhumanity that 
have been brought against it ... 
so you can write tidy little letters 
to the editor pointing out flaws 
in my argument. Well, I’m afraid 
you’re going to be disappointed, 
because that’s not the point at 
all. The nuts and bolts of health 
care systems are important, of 
course, but their importance is 
secondary. The real issue here is 
the intrinsic value of human life 
... every human life.
If you don’t believe in this, 
stop reading. If, on the other 
hand, you do feel this way, 
perhaps you’ll agree with me 
that using the economics of a 
free market is a ridiculously in­
appropriate way to deal with 
health care. The “ freedom” of 
this market means for some only 
the freedom to starve or die on 
the street. This simplistic form of 
economics sees the world in 
terms of costs and benefits, of 
buying low and selling high. It is 
a completely materialist system, 
based on a premise which ignores 
real human needs such as life and 
health. They say you get what 
you pay for, but if you can’t pay 
(or the nearest emergency room 
doesn’t accept your insurance 
plan) you’re left to twist in the 
wind. Without money to pur­
chase, in economic terms, no 
“ demand” exists. Under this 
faceless rationale absence of 
money means absence of needs. 
It is this which leaves the pover­
ty stricken and unemployed dy­
ing at home or on the street while 
hospital beds lie empty.
I believe that health is a fun­
damental right that is and should 
be guaranteed for every human, 
not just the rich and pretty. Our 
constitution guarantees the 
rights to life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness, but right 
now for many people this is a
... usinK the economics 
of a free market is a 
ridiculously inappro­
priate way to deal with 
health care. ^
painful illusion.
Efficiency and profitability 
may be important, but the value 
of human life is so much greater. 
The system we have, a bastard 
hybrid of free market economy 
and pseudo-svK'ialist health sub­
sidies, is just not working. There 
arc innumerable examples of 
people who have plunged 
through the cracks in the system 
or are simply ignored. How many 
suffer while others get tummy- 
tucks? People are turned away 
from emergency rtHvms, even out 
of ambulances because of inabili­
ty to pay. This is a situation 
growing worse, exacerbated by 
eight years of anti-poor domestic 
policies emanating from a rabidly 
conservative White House.
This cancerous injustice does 
not belong in what we like to 
think of as a country of freedom 
and equality. How dare you 
whine about the cost while peo­
ple die. If each of us could stand 
on the outside looking in perhaps 
our economic perspective would 
be exchanged for one more 
humane. The United Slates is 
still the proud possessor of the 
most powerful economy on earth. 
It’s bad enough that people must 
suffer, but even more so when 
the means to alleviate it openly 
exist. Guaranteed access to a 
healthy life ... isn’t that what is 
implied in our country’s Declara­
tion of Independence? Life, liber­
ty and the pursuit of happiness: 
these words of idealism and op­
timism are cheap under our cur­
rently inequitable system.
The time is gone (if indeed it 
ever existed) when one could de­
pend on the generosity of family
and friends to help us through 
the difficult times. The structure 
ot twentieth century capitalistic 
life  w ith its loose  per- 
sonal/familial connections and '  
high mobility has worked to give 
greater and greater personal in­
dependence but at the price of 
vanished traditional support 
networks. The vagaries and 
uncertainties of modern life have 
you at their mercy. While success 
or failure in the workplace or in 
personal fulfillment cannot be 
guaranteed, it is time, in fact 
long overdue, that support be 
given by our whole society to its 
less fortunate members. There is 
really no great distance that 
separates “ us” from “ them” ... 
we are really all “ us.” This is no 
time to lay blame — compassion 
is the essence of civilization. If 
our government, allegedly com­
posed of all of us, does not pro­
vide protection from injustice 
equally for all of us, then it is a 
farce.
In the face of even one human 
dying because their Medicare ran 
out, because insurance wouldn’t 
pay or wasn’t affordable, because 
the emergency room was 
understaffed, guaranteed access 
to medical care must be our 
highest priority. That’s right, 
even higher than that shiny new 
missile system.
All that I ask for is social 
justice ... people must get the 
care that they need. This objec­
tive must be idealized. Perhaps 
the perfect system cannot be 
achieved, but without aiming at 
the stars we cannot do other 
than to land in the gutter. There 
will be problems initially with 
implementing a system of social 
justice in medical care, but with 
patience and cooperation, these 
flaws can be removed. On the 
other hand, no one can be 
brought back from the grave. 
This is a question for mind and 
conscience — not for the pocket- 
book.
Richard Miller is a senior applied 
art and design major.
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Soviet Georgian says uprising is ‘nothing new’
By Kimberly Patraw
Staff Writar
The United Soviet Socialist 
Republics has been shaken 
recently by overt nationalism in 
the non-Russian republics. The 
B altic  S ta te s  — L a tv ia , 
Lithuania and Estonia — and 
their liberation movements pro­
moted Soviet military response.
The Ukraine region is pushing 
for the right to revive its 
language and culture, including 
lifting a ban on the Ukrainian 
Catholic Church. Armenians and 
Muslims continue to disagree 
over the fate of N agor­
no-Karabakh, a mainly Armenian 
area inside Muslim Azerbaijan.
For two Cal Poly students, the 
most recent uprising in the 
Georgian Soviet Socialist 
Republic strikes close to home.
Alyse and Van Rozenzon 
emigrated to the United States 
from the Georgian Republic in 
1979. Most of their relatives still
reside in the republic, which lies 
east of the Black Sea.
Georgian S.S.R. made world 
headlines April 10 when repre­
sentatives from the republic’s 
universities read a list of de­
mands and then went on a 
hunger strike. When police tried 
to take the students to the 
hospital, the public stepped in 
and a riot ensued in which at 
least 19 people were killed and 
about 200 arrested.
Georgians asked for the 
removal of some local officials, 
the right to their language and 
culture, and their independence 
from the Soviet Union. The Rus­
sians gave in to all but the 
secession demand.
“ I don’t know what they were 
thinking,” Van said of the 
Georgians’ demands to become a 
separate country, adding that 
the Russians would never allow a 
secession, any more than the 
United States would.
Van said he could see the
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Baltic States getting their in­
dependence, partly because they 
have only been a part of the 
U.S.S.R. since World War II, but 
Georgia has been part of the 
Soviet Union since 1921, and af­
filiated with Russia since it sign­
ed a protection treaty with 
Catharine the Great in 1783. Van 
said he cannot see Georgia being 
independent. “ There’s no way, I 
don’t think ever.”
Alyse said her aunt told them 
there were tanks in the streets 
and a curfew was imposed on 
Tbilisi, the capitol. Her mother 
was supF>osed to visit Georgia 
this week, but was denied a visa 
because the republic has been 
closed to tourism. However, Van 
said everything is getting back 
to normal now. Martial law has 
ended and the tanks have left.
Van said he believes that the 
uprising is nothing new. He 
recalled that when he was in high 
school in Georgia in 1978, he was 
sent home from school because 
students were marching in the 
streets. They were fighting to 
keep the Georgian language in 
the schools, rather than having it 
• replaced by Russian. Van said 
that Georgia is like a country 
•within a country and that 
Georgians have always disliked
Russians. He is not sure why, 
except that Georgians are locally 
patriotic, free-spirited and old 
fashioned; they do not like being 
told what to do.
Georgians are descendents of 
the ancient inhabitants of the 
Caucasian isthmus and comprise 
65 percent of the republic’s pop­
ulation. They are not historically 
related to the Russians, who 
constitute only 12 p>ercent, and 
have their own language, con­
stitution. flag, and anthem.
Van pointed out that the 
U.S.S.R. is freer now than it was 
when he lived there. Perestroika 
and glasnost, which have become 
household words in the United 
S tates, have changed the 
southern republic.
“ I don’t see how they could be 
any freer,” said Van.
Inhabitants are allowed to 
travel more and freedom of 
religion is increasing. The ma­
jority of Georgians arc Chris­
tians and in the past, they were 
not allowed to practice their 
religion.
The younger people seem hap­
py with the changes, but the 
older generation is still skeptical. 
Van said they have dealt with 
secrecy in the years before Gor­
bachev, and now they arc slow to
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trust the new changes. For ex­
ample, his aunt will answer 
questions such as, "Are there 
tanks?” , but she will not volun­
teer the information.
His uncle is also worried about 
the changes. The U.S.S.R. has 
started with a new policy of 
allowing unemployment. Before, 
everyone had a job, but now 
people can be fired from their 
positions for poor work. Van’s
uncle is a manager faced with the 
possibility of firing people who 
arc not accustomed to such prac­
tices. He has been threatened by 
workers, and says that he will
retire before he will fire anyone.
Van is optimistic about the 
changes, saying that if the same 
conditions had existed when he 
was living there, his family may 
not have emigrated.
“ If the changes continue it’s 
going to be a wonderful country 
to live in,” he said.
His mother visited Georgia 
last year and liked the changes, 
said Van, but he believes his 
parents are still skeptical of
Gorbachev — although they 
would like to believe him. Van 
thinks that Perestroika and
glasnost will continue.
Van said of the changes, “ Peo­
ple have a taste of them; they 
like them, ... It will be harder to 
go back.”
DUNN
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team, especially with the charac­
teristics that he has shown at Cal 
Poly.
Dunn’s intelligence, dedication 
and motivation will be his 
greatest assets, Dutton said.
Dunn’s raw talent may have 
the Falcons thinking they found 
a diamond-in-thc-rough, Dutton 
said. If it turns out that way, 
Chris may be a Dunn deal in 
Atlanta.
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DA says LA courts need big reforms to avoid ‘gridlock’
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The. 
nation’s largest court system is 
“ approaching gridlock,” and only 
major reforms will stop trials 
from reaching the marathon 
length of the McMartin Pre- 
School molestation trial, District 
Attorney Ira Reiner said Mon­
day.
Without major changes, Reiner 
said, the system will be so 
overloaded that police will have 
to stop arresting criminals and 
prosecutors will be forced to 
make plea bargains on drastical­
ly reduced charges.
“ That,” he said, “ is not ac­
ceptable.”
Reiner was asked to comment 
on the McMartin case’s duration 
during his monthly meeting with 
reporters. He said he supports 
efforts by Superior Court Judge 
William Pounders to limit 
evidence in an effort to speed up 
the two-year-old proceedings.
The case against Raymond 
Buckey, 30, and his mother, 
Peggy McMartin Buckey, 62, in­
volving 6S molestation charges, 
is not expected to end until 1990. 
Pounders recently eliminated 
eight defense witnesses to speed 
things up.
“ But it isn’t a problem of one 
case,” Reiner said. “ It’s a pro­
blem that permeates the entire 
system.”
Reiner said he and other 
justice system officials are con­
sidering such extreme remedies 
as eliminating preliminary hear­
ings, turning all jury selection 
questioning over to judges and 
giving judges wider powers to 
control scheduling as well as 
“ the quality and quantity of 
evidence presented.”
“ We are really approaching 
gridlock,” said Reiner. “ It’s go­
ing to be a disaster if something 
isn’t done.”
Although Reiner said he has no 
specific plans for implementing 
changes, he proposed four 
general reforms which would 
copy procedures used in the fed­
eral court system.
“ We have to examine whether 
we should eliminate preliminary 
hearings,” he said. “ The federal 
system doesn’t have preliminary 
hearings and it works quite well 
indeed.”
The preliminary hearing gives 
a judge a preview of evidence 
against a defendant to determine 
if the person should stand trial. 
In California, it has all but 
replaced the grand jury hearing 
and indictment.
Most preliminary hearings are 
concluded in days. But in the
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McMartin case, the preliminary 
hearing dragged on for 18 mon­
ths and ended with dismissal of 
charges against five defendants.
“ We should also examine 
whether judges should be given 
vastly greater authority in con­
trolling scheduling and the pace 
of litigation,” Reiner said.
Currently, judges are guided 
by the statute of limitations for 
bringing a case to trial, he said, 
and have little leeway to speed 
up the process.
In addition, Reiner suggested 
that judges take over from at­
torneys the “ voir dire” or ques­
tioning of prospective jurors dur­
ing jury selection. In most feder­
al trials, he noted, judges con­
duct the inquiry, not attorneys.
“ We also ought to examine 
whether judges have the 
authority to control the overall 
quality and quantity of evidence 
presented in criminal cases,” he 
added.
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President is pleased 
with first 100 days
CHICAGO (AP) -  President 
Bush on Monday said he  ^ is 
“ pleased with the progress we’ve 
made” in 100 days in office and 
said he will soon make key arms 
control and foreign policy deci­
sions that will chart a course for
the future. ^
“ In three short months we ve 
made a good start coming to 
grips with issues demanding 
urgent attention and decisive ac­
t io n ,”  he told newspaper 
p u b lish e rs  a tte n d in g  the  
Associated Press annual lun­
cheon.
Some of these include savings 
and loan legislation, ethics pro­
posals, the war on drugs and 
agreements with Congress on the 
federal budget and Contra aid.
He said defense and foreign 
policy reviews, environmental 
legislation and a program to deal 
with homelessness “ are all on the 
near horizon.”
Bush spoke at the luncheon a 
short while after Vice President 
Dan Quayle told those in at- 
tendence that the biggest sur­
prise of his first 100 days in of­
fice is the enjoyment he receives 
from foreign travel.
Quayle, setting out on a trip to 
Australia and Asia, also said he 
had an opportunity to work 
closely with the president every 
day “ to see how he formulates 
his policies.”
The Bush-Quayle team took 
office on Jan. 20 and marks 100 
days on Saturday._______________
Before reciting his own report 
card, Bush pledged to “ follow 
every intelligence lead in the ef­
fort to win freedom for Terry 
Anderson. The AP’s chief Middle 
East correspondent has been 
held hostage since disappearing 
in Beirut more than four years 
ago. The president said he was 
not able to provide any good 
news on Anderson’s prospects 
for freedom, but said, “ We will 
go the extra mile and do what we 
can.”
Chicago was a brief stop and a 
long day for both Quayle and the 
president. Bush started in Nor­
folk. Va., where he attended a 
ceremony marking the deaths of 
47 sailors killed in a gun turret 
explosion aboard the USS Iowa 
last week. From Chicago he was 
flying to Bismarck, N.D., and 
then on to California.
“ We made a good start in 
these first three months and 
there’s more to come,” Bush 
said.
On his list of accomplishments, 
he touted the agreement with 
Congress to provide non-lethal 
aid to the Contra rebels as well 
as the broad-brush budget 
agreement that he said would 
reduce the deficit while leaving 
his no-tax pledge intact.
He urged the House to follow 
the Senate’s lead in enacting his 
legislation to bail out the savings 
and loan industry and recom­
mended stronger ethics legisla­
tion.
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bleachers on the west side were 
removed last summer after a 
structural analysis showed them 
to be unsafe.
A lack of funding may keep the 
bleachers from ever being per­
manently replaced.
Douglas Gerard, ex ecutive 
dean of facilities administration, 
said temporary bleachers to ac­
commodate the guests at the 
graduation ceremony this June 
are being leased from a Pasadena 
firm.
Those bleachers have a capaci­
ty of 2,100 and will be kept in 
place until the end of the 1989-90 
football season in November, 
Gerard said. The lease-fee for the 
bleachers is S 14,000.
Gerard said the state does not 
provide funding for facilities us­
ed for competitive athletics.
“They’ll provide the instruc­
tional space, the field and so on,” 
Gerard said. “ But when it comes 
to seating and lighting and other 
s im ila r  th in g s  n o rm ally  
associated with competition, that 
comes from some source other 
than state funding.
“ So in my judgment, there’s 
very little chance of ever getting 
state funding to replace the 
seats.”
Estimates for replacing the 
bleachers range from S200,830 to 
$314,820 depending on the 
number of seats and whether or 
not the grandstands would be 
constructed from metal or wood.
Gerard said he doubts perma­
nent bleachers will ever be built 
since the potential for raising 
enough funds is limited. “ I don’t 
know where the money would 
come from.”
Robert Bostrom, chair of the 
commencement com m ittee, 
agreed that the problem is 
money, but disagrees with the 
eventual resolution.
“ I don’t know what the plans 
are for the west side of the 
stadium,” he said, “ but I expect 
someday there will be permanent 
seats built there.
“ It’s my vision that as we 
move forward in the next three, 
four or five years we will see as 
big a crowd at both commence­
ments as we have in the past.”
About 2,500 graduates par­
ticipate in the June ceremonies 
each year. Each participant 
receives tickets for five guests.
in the past, bleachers were 
rented for the south end of the 
stadium, and the field was filled 
with folding chairs for the grad­
uates and some guests. The 
bleachers on the east side of the 
stadium hold about 6,000 people.
In the end the stadium was 
able to accommodate about 
16,000 people.
“This is the last year we’ll 
have a single commencement e)t 
ercise,” said Gerard. “ We’ll have 
two, and that will decrease 
substantially the demand for 
spectator seating.’’
Gerard said the alternatives 
for replacing the bleachers are 
being considered now. “ Quite 
frapkly, we don’t know what 
we’re going to do on a permanent 
basis.’’
Other than for the commence­
ment ceremonies each June, 
Gerard said, the stadium is used 
for large crowds only during the 
football season.
“ Last year we could have got­
ten away without having the 
seating on the west side,’’ Gerard 
said.
One possibility for getting the 
money to build permanent 
bleachers would be for the 
athletics department to raise it.
Gerard said, “ My feeling is 
that there’s not sufficient money, 
or potential for money, out of a 
surcharge on football tickets, for 
example, to pay for the seats.’’
Chavez leads protest march in Phoenix
PHOENIX (AP) — Activist 
Cesar Chavez led about 350 sup 
porters on a police-escorted 
march though Phoenix Sunday 
to publicize his opposition to ag­
ricultural pesticide use and to 
highlight other issues.
The United Farm Workers of 
America leader also called un­
constitutional the Arizona law 
prohibiting the boycott of stores 
that sell boycotted produce.
Chavez’s attack on pesticide 
use focused on Captan, a 
fungicide used on California 
grapes.
There is “ a terrible cloud of 
deadly pesticides that hangs over 
all of us, the farm workers and 
the consumers,” Chavez, 61, told 
a cheering audience at a rally in
the Immaculate Heart Catholic 
Church auditorinm. “ The whole 
atmosphere is permeated with 
pesticides. It’s in the water, the 
food and in the public parks.
“ Pretty soon, the growers will 
have to deal with the use of 
pesticides and ban all that are 
causing cancer and birth 
defects,’’ Chavez said.
Other issues include increasing 
Hispanic voter registration, 
creating an FM radio station on 
the west side to provide news 
and information to farm workers, 
and establishing of a community 
center to assist farm workers, 
rally spokeswoman Guadalupe 
Sosa said. She said a licensing 
request to operate the radio sta­
tion is pending.
^  There is a terrible cloud of deadly 
pesticides that hant;s over all of us, the 
farm workers and the consumers. ^
— Cesar Chavez
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From pa|(e 1
cond ceremony to go from 3:30 to 
5 p.m.
“ Every school will be in an 
afternoon and a morning cere­
mony in one year and then 
reversed the next year,“ Bostrom 
said.
In order to reduce the length of 
the ceremony from the current 
two-hour standard to 90 minutes, 
Bostrom said redundancies and 
other unnecessary components 
are being eliminated from the 
traditional schedule.
“ The committee has made a 
recommendation to remove some 
of the things from the com­
mencement ceremony that just 
didn’t seem to fit,” Bostrom 
said. “ The fewer people that have 
to be introduced and go up to the 
podium, the shorter the cermony 
will be.”
The proposed time-saving 
changes include:
•H aving President Baker 
present the greeting from the 
alumni instead of a separate 
speaker being introduced to do it.
•A c k n o w led g in g  fa c u lty  
members in attendance at one 
time instead of having the seven 
school deans individually present 
the faculty from their respective 
school.
•Presenting the degrees to 
each school at one time instead 
of by department. Bostrom said 
the S8 departments at Cal Poly 
will be listed in the commence­
ment booklet.
The committee is currently 
discussing the impact of two 
ceremonies on the need for 
speakers.
“ We see a problem with in­
viting outside speakers to come
and give two speeches,” Bostrom 
said. “ And we also see a problem 
with having different com­
mencement speakers at the two 
ceremonies.
“ There’? bound to be one 
group that thinks they got the 
best or they got the poorest 
one.”
Bostrom said inviting either 
Baker or one of the three 
student-selected outstanding 
faculty members to speak at the 
ceremonies could solve the pro­
blem.
“ There’s been some resistance 
expressed by the student 
members of the committee,” 
Bostrom said. “ So we’re going to 
examine it some more.”
An outside speaker was invited 
to speak at the commencement 
ceremony this June, but Bostrom 
said the committee learned in 
March that the invitation was 
not accepted.
Bostrom said the name of the 
person who was invited is “ con­
fidential.”  Because there is not 
enough time to schedule another 
outside speaker, Bostrom said 
Baker or an outstanding faculty 
member will give the keynote 
address in June.
Bostrom said another change 
beginning this June will be the 
sale of refreshments, such as 
juice, coffee, soda and other 
snacks, before the ceremony 
begins. Hats and sunscreen will 
also be sold.
“ We’re trying to keep it from 
becoming more carnival-like,”  
Bostrom said. “ So we’re not go­
ing to sell popcorn or beach balls.
“ I think a year from now it will 
be a lot better,” he said.
ANIMALS
From page 1
set up fundraisers and pass out 
literature to let students know 
that if they’re having a problem 
taking care of their pets, finan­
cially or „otherwise, the Student 
Animal League can help out.
The Student Animal League is 
funded by donations and fun­
draisers.
The group would also like to
help Wood’s Humane Society, 
which is run solely on donations, 
meet their financial and 
facilitative needs.
“ They are tapped for funds 
right now,” Kustka said.
For now, the group is sticking 
mostly with issues related to 
pets.
“ We don’t want to get political 
yet,” she said.
Upstairs 1119 Garden St. SLO 543-1843
P  Chicken & Fries $3.99!
' x u i s i ^ D Ï ^ ^
d i n n e r ^  h u g C
Brewery Burger (as seen on TV). $2.99!
2 for 1 BEERS!
I'm not even a 
Food Science major, 
but I can smell a 
oood deal when i 
see one. Buck, 
Buck.
HAPPY HOUR &
A HALF! 2 for 1!
5:30~7pm, Mon-Sa^ 
REVERSE HAPPY HOUR 
with $1.50 Nachos and 
$2 OFF PITCHERS! 
lOpm-Midnight, Tliur-Sat!
“We make 
our own 
brew!”
Brewster, the SLO Brew Turtl
Î
Î
i
: i
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Bushy ship captain 
honor Iowa*s dead
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — Thou- 
ds of grieving friends and 
atives of the fallen 47 crewmen 
)m the battleship USS Iowa 
thered quietly Monday and 
ard President Bush praise 
ir loved ones as “ brothers in 
rnity.”
‘We join today in mourning 
r the 47 who perished, and in 
I ,  for the II who survived,” 
president told a packed me- 
)rial service at Norfolk Naval 
r Station. “ They all were, in 
words of a poet, ‘the men 
hind the guns.’
“They came from Hidalgo, 
xas; Cleveland, Ohio; Tampa, 
rida; Costa Mesa, California, 
ey came to the Navy as 
angers, served the Navy as 
ipmates and friends, and left 
Navy as brothers in eternity, 
the finest Navy tradition, 
y served proudly on a great 
ttleship, the USS Iowa.”
The president, a World War II 
vy pilot, said he was proud to 
ommission the Iowa in 1984 
d said it had earned II battle 
rs in two wars.
But with the still-unexplained 
e and explosion last Wednes-
day in the battleship’s No. 2 gun 
turret, he said, “ Fate has written 
a sorrowful chapter in the history 
of this great ship.”
Victims’ relatives and hun­
dreds of sailors and officers in 
dress blues were among the 6,000 
people crowded into a hangar for 
the service. Bouquets of red 
roses were placed in front of the 
podium; behind were an Ameri­
can flag and the battleship’s 
banners. Outside, another 2,000 
people listened to the service on 
loudspeakers.
The service came a day after 
the World War 11-era battleship 
eased into its home port, its gun 
barrels scorched and its 1,500 
crewmen at the rails in white 
uniforms and black armbands in 
memory of their dead shipmates.
Capt. Fred P. Moosally, com­
mander of the Iowa, told the 
crow of mourners that he 
remembered the men of turret 
two.
“ I remember their faces as 
they toiled at their guns, 
sweating an honest sweat that 
comes from young men dedicated 
to a great cause,” he said.
• •
BEAT THE HEAT
Is Now Serving
ICED COFFEE
Just For You
io:íFS.{rA
EL CORRAL
H O U R S
we are now open
until 4:30 pm 
on Saturdays
E l Q j r r a l l ^ B o o k s t D r e
‘ W A Ü ^ S H O R T  , o r -  
• B O A R D ô H O K T
- t i l  A P P il-
ITS THAT TIME
Farm Supply's 
April Jean Sale
Featuring
Wranglier
100 % Cotton Denim 
Blue Jeans
Men's $16.99 
Ladies $19.99 
All Colors 20% off
7  ^ \  C7 '^ 'W ' ' '
April 19 through May 18
delivery w ill be M ay 25- all sales are final
r
•Order by completing 
the order form and 
returning it with 
payment in full to 
El Corral Bookstore.
The bookstore is open 
from 7:45am-4:30pm 
on weekdays, and 
from 10:30am-2:30pm 
on Saturday.
•Macintosh Product 
Information Sessions
Date Time Location 
5 /4 /89  12:00-3:00 U.U. rm 216
5/11/89 12:00-3:00 U.U. rm 216 
5/18/89 12:00-3:00 U.U. rm 216
•For demonstrations 
of computers and 
software, come to 
Apple StraightTalk 
on April 25 in Chu- 
mash, llam-3pm.
•* JW •*
Cal Poly Apple Days ’89 •  Order Form
El Corral Bookstore 
Computer Department 
(805) 756-53II
Ckoucc O ne Bundle: (products m otlabk by tk t buodk ooty) Sunealcd
Rcttll Price
Apple Days 89 
Price
Bundle «1
Q  Mecinlaeh Plug, Kcyboird, HypoCerd, Mouse, 
MultiFindcr, Cel Poly Logo Mousepad. 
OpHonsI Tar Mac Plus
$1799.00 $945.00
□  800K Extcmtl Drive (Apple) $395.00 $325.00
Bundle «2
3  Macbilotli SE. 2 Floppy Duk Dhvci, HypeiCard. 
MultiFmder. Cal Foty Loto Moufcpad
$3169 00 $1595.00
Bundle «3
3  Maclnlnsli SE, 20 MB Htrd Disk. HypcrCiid
MulliFinder, Cal Polv Loto Mousepad
$3769 00 $1925.00
Bundle *4
3  Maclflloali SE/M, 40 MB Hvd Duk, HyperCard, 
Muliifinder, Cal Poly Loto Mou«epad
$4869 00 $2995.00
Bundle #5
a  Mscinlosh II, 40 MB Hard Disk, RGB Color Monitor,
Monitor Stand, Video Card, Video Exparuion Kit, HyperCard 
MultiFinder, Cal Poly Loto Mousepad.
$7905.00 $4845.00
Choose O n e  Required for Mecinioth SE and Macintosh 0  Computers
□  Apple Keyboard $129 00 $95.00
J  Atipie Extended Keyboard $229.00 $165.00
Choose One: (Optional)
Ü Imagcwriler LQ (Wide carriage/Color. 27 Pin) $1429.00 $1025.00
□  ItnageWriler 11 Printer w/Cable $625 00 $455.00
□  LaaerWriter II SC PrinterfRequiree SCSI cible/Teiminator) $2799.00 $1795.00
Accrssorin: (Choose A n ,)
□  3 J/800K Exicmal Disk Drive (MacPIui) $229.00
Ever» 20 MB SCSI H vdD iik Drive (EMAC) $575.00
Everce 40 MB SCSI H«d Diik Drive $945.00
Rodino 20 MB SCSI Herd Diik Drive $575.00
Excmil Modem 2400 Baud w/Cable $215.00
2 Mef upgrade (Iniiallalion; FREE) $589.00
4 Meg upgrade (Irulallalion: FREE) $1178.00
Supplies:
□  Surge Proleelor; Wall moiail 6 outlet $15.95
10 Double Sided SONY Diaka in box $19.90
ImageWnter Ribbon (Black) $4.95
l/W Color Ribbon (4 part) $10.95
ImageWriter Form F ^  201b. Paper, SOO aheeta $9.95
Macintoah Carrying Caae (Standard Keyboard) $59.00
ImageWriter II Carrying Caae $39.00
Mac SE Cover (Std) $14.95
l/W U Cover $14.95
Macintoah Biblc(Tipa, Tricks, and Shoricula) $24.95
Software:
□  Microaoll WorxKAcademic) $79.95
□  Microsoft Works(Acadcmic) $99.00
□  Microsoft ExceKAcadcmic) $129.00
□  Microsoft Po«verpoint(Academic) $99.00
□  MaeWrite $69.00
□  MacPaint $49.00
Total Coat:
Cost Subtotal:
Salea Tax (Add 6%):
Total Due:
Appiccare Extended Warranty available.
Nome Current ID Number
Address Phone: Home Work
City Slate /ip
I ccnifr ihM die computer that I am purdiaiini from El Corral Bookllorc la for my personal, educational, and/or research use and dial I have noi purchased an 
Apple Macmiosh cumpuier from El Corral Book store within the past two years I understand that only currcmly enrolled full lime siudcnu. full unie faculty, and full- 
urne staff are eligible for dus one time purchase pnvikge I certify that I meet all eligibility requircmenis
I funber ccnify dial dus equipmeni hai not been bought for the purpose of resale or die use of any other aidividual or entity and I undentand that by intentionally 
giving false nfurmalion on dus agreement I may be engaged in fraudulent aclivily subject to penaliles which may be available under Ihe law
I cerufy dial lam  a_____Fullumc Sludcni, ( Sr, Jr, Soph, Fr) _____ Full lune Faculty,_____ Full lime Suff, at Cal Nily , SLO, CA
Signature. (Required)
• Fdr nt
.v.v.r.-.'.'.'.'.v.v.s'.-.- • ' .V
inform ation  
call the 
C om puter 
D epartm ent 
7^6-5311 V ,0'
'..A
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Students boycott in Beijing, demand reforms
BEIJING (AP) — Students at 
most Beijing colleges exuberant­
ly began a class boycott Monday 
to press for sweeping democratic 
reforms, and they tried through 
speeches and posters to enlist 
workers in the cause.
Authorities took no open steps 
to interfere, but sources said 
more than 10,000 soldiers from 
outlying counties moved into 
Beijing over the weekend in 
preparation for an eventual 
crackdown.
The sources, who spoke on 
condition of anonymity, said the 
troops had been used in the past 
to quash civil unrest. Some stu­
dent leaders said they feared 
imminent arrest.
The exact number of partici­
pants in the boycott was not 
known, but students at a dozen 
schools with total enrollment of 
more than 50,000 said virtually 
all their classmates were strik­
ing.
The boycott was the largest in 
40 years of communist rule, even 
though there were no reports of 
students joining in other cities as 
the student activists hoped.
“ Now is the time for all stu­
dents in Beijing and nationwide 
to u n ited  to  fig h t for
at Qinghua University yelled 
from a banner-strewn dormitory 
balcony to about 1,500 wildly 
cheering listeners. He proclaimed 
the balcony a “ free speech plat­
form” and invited orators with 
all views.
Students from several schools 
marched around campus and on 
nearby streets, gave speeches on 
street corners and plastered 
copies of the first edition of their 
own newspaper on lampposts 
and trees to publicize their de­
mands for press freedom, an end 
to official privileges and corrup­
tion, and respect for human 
rights.
The boycott marks a new 
phase in the campaign after a 
week in which the students, 
mourning the death of former 
reform ist party chief Hu 
Yaobang, tried to confront the 
leadership directly. They march­
ed repeatedly to central Beijing’s 
Tiananmen Square and tried to 
storm Communist Party head­
quarters.
Top officials, who have begun 
market-style economic reforms 
but insist China is not ready for 
democracy, refused to meet with 
them.
Student leaders stressed Mon­
democracy!” a student speaker day they wanted their protest to
Classified
be peaceful and legal, and that 
they were not seeking to over­
throw the government or party.
However, many students said 
they want Premier Li Peng to 
resign, along with other officials 
they consider inept or too old. 
Several posters even called for 
the complete retirement of senior 
leader Deng Xiaoping, 84, who 
still wields power from behind 
the scenes.
“ We haven’t really thought 
about who would take their 
places,” said an English student 
at Beijing Normal University.
Several posters attacked nepo­
tism, listing the names of 
relatives of top leaders who have 
been given government jobs. One 
referred to Deng’s son, head of 
the China Welfare Fund for the 
disabled, as “ Prince’’ Deng 
Pufang.
At Qinghua University, known 
as a training ground for China’s 
technocrats, a school announce­
ment carried over loudspeakers 
said officials opposed the boycott 
and wanted students “ to calm 
down.” It added: “ We want to 
make clear that the school has 
always cherished the students 
even though some are engaging 
in activities of which it does not 
approve.”
The state-run Xinhua News 
Agency sought to minimize the 
strike, saying: “ teaching and
studying at most of the city’s 
colleges and universities remain­
ed normal.” It did not mention 
the reason for the boycott.
However, the neighborhood in 
northwestern Beijing where the 
largest universities are located 
was turned Monday into a huge 
debating ground, with clusters of 
students distributing leaflets and 
earnestly telling passersby about 
police beatings of student pro­
testers last week.
Efforts to enlist the support of 
workers, begun Sunday, were 
stepped up.
“ Workers, listen to us,”  
shouted one philosophy student 
to a crowd of about 500 people. 
“ We are fighting for the rights of 
all Chinese.”
At the People’s University, one 
student put a tape player in his 
dormitory window overlooking 
the street and played political 
speeches made in recent days, 
including one criticizing Li Peng 
as inept. A crowd of nearly 1,000 
people formed to listen, blocking 
traffic.
About 1,000 students from the 
Beijing Foreign Languages Col­
lege marched from school to
school to encourage fellow 
strikers. More than 1,200 stu­
dents from the Central College of 
Minorities marched to nearby 
People’s University to read pos­
ters there.
Chen Mingyuan, a well-known 
researcher at the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences, 
spoke at Qinghua and Beijing 
universities to encourage the 
students.
“ Maybe there are some 
plainclothes police here,” he told 
a Qinghua crowd. “ If they are 
trying to take down the names of 
all of us, then their lot is hard 
indeed.” The crowd roared with 
laughter.
Most students said they plan­
ned to boycott classes until May 
4, the 70th anniversary of 
China’s first student movement. 
That campaign also fought for 
democracy while galvanizing the 
entire nation in opposition to 
Japanese encroachments on 
Chinese soil.
There were no reports of new 
student activities in other cities 
M onday. Foreign sources 
reported new looting Sunday 
night in the central city of 
Changsha in Hunan province, 
where young toughs mixed in 
with a student protest Saturday 
and went on a rampage.
Cwwius Chibs
***AMA***
Guest speaker Mike V^lls from 
RarKho Grande Motors Sign up 
to help at our Poly Royal 
Booths' Meeting Tues 11am 
ARCH RM 225"
GENERAL MEETING for gay men, 
lesbians & bisexuals (GLBU) every 
Tuesday 7pm FOB 24B See You There'
Have some fun in the Nacimiento sun
WATER SKI CLUB
Poly Ryl.Get V\tet,Trips & Tour info 
Banquet & Elections-4/26 7 30 E27
PHILIPINO CLUB
MEETING-WEDNESDAY 6 00 RM 52-A12
Planned Parenthood of SLO 
177 Santa Rosa 549-9446 
FOR WOMEN AND MEN 
Confidential, affordable 
reproductive health care
A SPECIAL THANKS to the Women of 
ALPHA PHI for an outrageous 
showing at the Headbangers Ball 
It was a wild time
From the Men of DT and OX
CAL POLY 
GREEKS!
During Greek Week your Fraternity 
or Sorority can advertise Display 
Ads in the Mustang Daily for a 
s p e c ia l  RATE Call 756-1143
$ 4 GRAD TKTS
CALL EDDIE AT 541-3469
HELP I NEED GRAD TICKETS!
Call Stephanie at 546-9810
Bring him to his knees with a 
little strip-tease' Cat 772-5809
“ c a r  t r o u b l e ?
BOWMAN'S SERVICES 
ON CAMPUS SERVICE 
541-4919
Summer Job Interviews • Average 
earnings $3.100 Gam valuable exp­
erience in advertising sales & pub­
lic relations selling yellow page 
advertising for the California 
Polytechnic State University Tel­
ephone Directory Opportunity to 
travel nationwide Complete train­
ing program in North Carolina Ex­
penses paid training program in 
Chapel Hill .NC Looking Tor enthus­
iastic, goal orientated students for 
challenging.well-paying summer |Ob 
Some internships available Inter­
views on campus Wednesday.April 26th 
Sign up at Placement Center
NOW ACCEPTING 10 AND 12 MONTH 
LEASES BEGINNING JUNE OR SEPT 
FOR THREE BEDROOM APTS 543-1450 
EVES 544-1023
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 
9 or 12 month lease Furnished 
unfurnished two bedroom town- 
houses new 2 bedroom flats 
private studios Call 543-4950
STUCK HERE 4 
THE SUMMER?
Never fear' 2BDRM Duplex 
sublet avail 6/19 S525/mo NEG 
10 min from Poly backyard, 
wash mach Call Alison or 
Donna x1143 days, 544-3716 evo
SCE
Wed, Apr 26, 7:30 pm, Bldg13-118 
Don1 miss out-we need your help 
lor POLY ROYAL!!__________________
YOUNG DEMO­
CRATS
ELECTIONSI
8PM TUES 4/25 BLDG 34-227
7TRAVELLING ABROAD THIS SUMMER?
Contact the Health Center early 
this quarter for immunization in- 
formation-756-1211 M,T,F 830am-11 
30am & 12:30pm-3 30pm
ADS FOR NEXT 
MON. & TUES.
MUST BE IN BY APRIL 27 AT
10 00 AM NO LATER! _
DO YOU ^ N T  TO IMPROVE YOUR UU?
UNION EXEC 
COMMITTEE
is accepting applications for 
membership, available from Carmen 
in UU 202A. Return by Thur Apr. 27
“g e t r e a d y t o '
GET WET
Party w/ waterski, sailing & wind­
surf clubs Lopez Lake-Sat. May 6th 
Wetest event of the year-UU for inf<^
M u s t a n g  D a ily  
C l a s s if ie d s
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U INFO DESK 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
PEP SQUAD TRYOUTS'FOOTBALL 89!
Coed squad & Mascot Info Meeting 
'/zon.4/24 and Mon.5/1 8pm Mott Gym 
For more info 541-5812_evos.__________
Today Apple presents Straight Talk!
What is it: Students & faculty 
showing how the Mac can help you.
Where: Chumash Auditorium
Time : 11AM-3PM
What do you get: Free cake and
software giveaways!______ ______________
WILDFLOWER
FESTIVAL AND TRIATHLON
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
FOR 5/5-7 Meeting 4/25 7pm 
BLDG 52 E27. INFO-MATT 541-8010
COLLEGE NITE AT TORTILLA FLATS
Tues 9 00-1 00AM 18 yrs & over 
$1 50 -21  yrs$2 50 - 18yrs 
Delta Sigma Pi Xi Pledge Class
Congratulations to KAO and ZTA 
for their successful spring rush 
and new pledge classes- SAE
Delta Chi Gammas thanks for 
cleaning the city buses And 
good job on the party this 
weekend I got it done 
eventually
Today Apple presents StraightTalk!
What is it: Students A faculty 
showing how the Mac can help you. 
Where: Chumash Auditorium 
Time: 11AM-3PM 
What do you get: Free cake and 
software giveawaysl
GREEK LETTERS 
AVAILABLE
In Classifieds during Greek Week! 
Ads for Monday & Tuesday must be 
in by April 27 at 10AM. NO LATER!
Who has talent, charm & a whole 
lot of personality? ALPHA PHI’S 
NICOLE DEKELLIS-GREEK GODDESS
ZTA
GetreadyforGreekWeekandtoRUNFORME
DON'T MISS REC SPORTS 6TH ANNUAL 
NIGHT MOVES 5K FUN RUN' IT’S AN 
ANNUAL FOR A GOOD REASON. COME 
FII^D OUT WHY! UU 119
LAS VEGAS ”
Gambling & drinking adventure'
May 19-21. Hotel and bus provided 
All welcome. Cheap! Call 546-0302
Today Apple presents Straight Talk! 
What is it: Students & faculty 
showing how the Mac can help you 
Where: Chumash Auditorim 
Time : 11AM-3PM 
What do you get: Free cake and 
software giveaways!
LOST DOG.BRN/TAN/WHITE AUSSIE.BIue 
eyes. 12 mos Gone on 4/3 seen 4/19 
at Cal Poly pool. REWARD 541-4951.
LOST perscription sunglasses near 
faculty office bldg reddish-brown 
lenses REWARD call Alan 528-8688
DO YOU WANNA DANCE?!
CALL KCPR AT S44-4640 AND 
WE LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE 
TO YOU!
PROTOTYPE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL PATTY 544-1783
TOP DOLLAR FOR GRAD TICKETS 
CALL EDDIE AT 541-3469
EAR PIERCING $10 per pair
includes earrings THE GOLD 
CONCEPT 740 Higuera 544-1086
TIE-DYE
Class at the Craft Center. Or 
take jewelry,ceramics,R/C 
model plane building, dried 
flower arranging.wood.painting 
Photo.AND MORE!
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fisher­
ies
Earn $600/week in cannery, $8000- 
$12.000 for two months on fishing 
vessel Over 8,000 openings. No exp­
erience necessary Male or Female.
Start June 21.For 64-page employ­
ment booklet.send $6.95 to M&L 
Research,Dept 801 .Box 84008. 
eatfle, WA 98124-30 day.uncond- 
itional 100% money back guarantee._______
College grads-get the new jobs
you want get the questions and
answers for a powerful interview
invest in your future today.Send
$2 to Vivre Publications PO Box
6025 Morga CA 94540__________________
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-59,230/YR ” 
Now hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000 
Ext R-10081 for current federal
list. ____________ _ __
Part time documentation control / 
electronics assembly technician.
Prefer CAD literate candidate 
with 2 to 3 years college in a 
technical major Contact Keith 
Kaste at DEO. 543-0414
BARGAIN
LOFT FOR SALE EASY TO ASSEMBLE 
Great for utilizing space'
Made from the finest wood 
Fits a twin bed Price Negotiable 
Michelle 541-9118 eves
Brand new 2400B Halfcard modem w/
software.Hayes-Compatible Still in
the original package $100 544-8547______
HP41CV battery-pac, recharger, 
advarKed solutions-pac.programming 
manuals,$150 OBO 995-3112JOE-after7
PAGEMAKER 3.0 SOFTWNkRE 
COMPLETE BOOKS-DtSKS UNOPENED 
$210 927-3903
SCUBA GEAR 
2 men's wetsuits. 2 women's 
wetsuits.BC.regulator.misc- 
gear,canoe 544-9140 evenings_____  ___
UNIVEGA 12-SPEED, $75 OLYMPUS 
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA $35 STEW 
541-4596.____________ ______________
YAMAHA KEYBOARD NEW $225. WILL 
SELL FOR $125 543-9178
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
AVAILABLE, ON CAMPUS CALL- 
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO’’ For a 
FREE LIST of all the least 
expensive houses & condos for sale 
in SLO CALL Steve Nelson 543-8370 
and leave message Farrell Smyth Inc
PINE CREEK CONDO 4 SALE 
3 bdrm&loft.2 bath.carpor1.& xtras 
2 biks from Poly 139,000 544-5030
s t u d e n t s T
WHY PAY RENT
when you can own for under $500 
mnth incW. space rent oac 2 bdrm 
1967 Fleetwood remodelled inside 
and out-also manv more to choose 
from BEACH CmES MOBILE 
HOMES. 473-0440.
79  Ford Fiesta 800$ 544-4476
57 CHEVY. GOOD COND. LOW MILES 
FUN LITTLE CAR MARK 543-2299
LOST TENNIS RAQUET 
PRO KENNEX BLUE HANDLE WITH 
RAINBOW COLORED STRING 
PLEASE CALL JULIE AT 546-8083
SUMMER SLO RECREATION LEADERS 
Leaders will plan and lead activi-ties for ele­
mentary or pre-schoolf age chHdren. Enthusi­
astic people
needed Call 549-7289 or pick up 
an application at 860 pacific St.
71 VW Super Bug/Tangerine Orarige 
VG COND/$1200 Firm/772-4580 ^ E S
Own room w/bath $250/mo,3Bedrm 
Great home-f Morro Bay (mins 
to Poly!) Julie 772-7888 (mess)_______
Own room.half bath 215/mo 2BR 
house near Poly and bus M/F, 
fairly neat and quiet 544-0438
ROOM FOR RENT
Male Roommate needed 
2 BDRM HOUSE close to Poly 
Washer/Dryer $250 per mo. plus util.
No Animals CALL Thom 541-8667
'/2 bdrm townhouses.Walk to Poly-
Pool.sauna,laundry.For more info
call 543-2032 .________________________
3 bIks from Campus.one and Two
bedrm Townhouse,pool,sauna
laundry Rm 543-2032 avail Fall_________
5bdr summer rent house-big backyd. 
wash/dryer. furnished 541-9505 
MUST SEE call soon to arrange
AFFORDABLE h o u s in g '  
PRIVATE OR SHARED ROOM 
CALL 544-7772 EVENINGS 772-3927
Apt. 6-16-89 to 6-15-90, 2 bdrm. 
Furn for 4, mear Poly, $580/mo 
for yr lease; $635/mo for 10-mo 
lease, 543-8517 or 544-5385
Business
Directory
CHEESECAKE
IS for sale by the slice in the 
dairy section at the campus store 
German Chocolate,Strawberry,Lemon
SL OPTOMETRtC CENTER 543-6632
Glasses-Contact Lenses-Eye Exams
PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE
Laser printsifast service;546-0844
RESUMES.GRAPHICS,LASER PRINTS
Dreamscape Does I t '  541-6234
GULLIVER'S TRAVEL 546-8612
University Union Cal Poly
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING $1.50
double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214
C.W. Lavelle Secretarial Services
Studt disc Quality work 528-5830
R&R WORD PROCESSING 544^591 ^
(RONA) Serving Cal Poly for 14yrs 
LASER PRINTER/Studt Rates By Appt
RESUMES, Senior Projects A More!
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966__________
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DON’T LET THEM LEAVE WITHOUT
WORLD FAMOUS OLALLIEBERRY JAM
APPLE BUTTER
CAL POLY CHEESES
CAL POLY SUMMER SAUAGE
AVAILABLE AT CAMPUS STORE 
FOR POLY ROYAL
YOUR PARENTS WILL
LOVE YOU
FOR IT
x a m p E ^
T. P  R P
Mustang Dally:
Mäkelt
Cal Poly Student SUMAT
ATHLETES OF 
THE MONTH
M 
A 
R  
C
H
Eric Sasso, Tennis
• UndcfeaKd m  u n f ln  pUy (6-0)
•4 -2 in d o u M n p U y  '
• Ben record«! ihr Main
• Helped Mam aHam #2 natiaial raniim| m
- Marci Laceri, Gymnastics
. «Helped Mam place 2nd M rcfianab
0^  • ComnbaMd k> new ichool record a t
^  112.63 in all-around competition.
Sponsored by
SAND’S LIQUOR & DELI
1930 Monterey St. 549-8101
^ N o matter how  
bad they are, 
Grandma kA^s 
to hear the 
latest jokes.w
You miss her sparkling 
sense of humor. She misses 
\x)u and your jokes. Even the 
rxid ones. Thai’s one good 
reason to call long distance. 
AT&T Long Distance Service 
is another good reason. Be­
cause it costs less than you 
think to hear your grand­
mother start to giggle be­
fore you even gel to the 
punch line.
So whenever you miss 
her laughter, bring a smile 
to her face with AT&T. Reach 
out and touch someone®
If you’d like to know more 
ab()ut AT&T products and 
.services, like the AT&T Card, 
call us at 1800 222-0300.
ART
The right choice.
J
KCPR to feature 
supervisor debate
County supervisors David 
Blakely and Harry Ovit will 
discuss county growth on 
KCPR’s public affairs show 
tonight.
Topics will include the state 
water project, housing and the 
Cambria and Santa Margarita 
Ranch projects. Blakely, who i$ 
anti-growth,, and Ovit, pro­
growth, will face off tonight on 
91.3 FM from 7 to 9.
Blakely’s upcoming recall elec­
tion will also be discussed.
SUMMER
From page 1
plan to divert students to sum­
mer is that once a student begins 
in summer, he or she will con­
tinue through the rest of the 
year.
‘‘This is a pilot program,” said 
Baker. ‘‘We want to see what we 
can learn from it and what other 
campuses can learn from us.”
Baker and Chancellor W. Ann 
Reynolds will meet May S to 
discuss the proposal.
‘‘Money is not the only ques­
tion here,” said Anthony Moye, 
eSU deputy vice chancellor for 
academic affairs. ‘‘Changing the 
whole formula for the way the 
summer quarter is funded is also 
under discussion.”
No decision has been reached 
yet — Reynolds and Baker need 
to specifically analyze the pres­
ent resource level.
“ There’s a very slim chance 
that we will see any enrollment 
growth before 1990,” said Moye. 
It takes about 18 months for 
funds to be alloted for an enroll­
ment growth program such as 
this, said Moye.
Reynolds has asked the 19 cam­
puses to estimate enrollment 
numbers for the year 2005. She is 
looking to accommodate the 
population increase in California 
by several methods, including 
the addition of the San Marcos 
campus in northern San Diego 
County.
THOMPSON
From Commentary, page 3
And George understood, like a 
champion. By the lime he got 
back from Jidda, ihe price of oil 
was rising sharply. It was up 
another S3 cents a barrel on 
Thursday, and the chairman of 
Mobil Corp. said it could 
stabilize at S20 very soon “ if 
OPEC finally agrees to a new 
production policy (his year.”
King Fahd shrugged it off; but 
he let George get out of the 
country before he denounced him 
as a dumb brute ... and by the 
lime Bush got back to the White 
House he was looking at a per­
sonal tragedy. Texas was saved, 
but he was not. At 15 cents a 
gallon, he was doomed to a fate 
like the Ancient Mariner. The 
albatross was on him, and he will 
be better off out of the race. 
Others will come and go before 
he dies in a fog like George 
Romney. We will march on a 
road of bones, he said, and he 
disappeared.
When» non-fat milk cornea from
taughed at Laigh Rubin’a hlarlou» 
3 N U hn^m  your nawaomar. Now
ra  AVAILABLE IN mPERBACKI ee pagM 
•tuMad wRh o m  180 hyalwtcal cartoona. 
Sand e<ee*ei.eO poelw 4handN ng  
to: I I U » *  INbeoim eiilLl4i47 T«ua SL 
DapL E. f^noamia O ly .^  91402
naiWM kr oj>. mwm aM.
